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In this landmark book, the author of The New Enclosure provides a forensic examination and sweeping
critique of early-twenty-first-century capitalism. Brett Christophers styles this as rentier capitalism', in which
ownership of key types of scarce assets - such as land, intellectual property, natural resources, or digital
platforms - is all-important and dominated by a few unfathomably wealthy companies and individuals:
rentiers. If a small elite owns today's economy, everybody else foots the bill. Nowhere is this divergence
starker, Christophers shows, than in the United Kingdom, where the prototypical ills of rentier capitalism -
vast inequalities combined with entrenched economic stagnation - are on full display and have led the

country inexorably to the precipice of Brexit.

Rentier Capitalism is a cracking thesis on a cruel economic order. Rentier capitalism threatens free market
capitalism and a sustainable market economy. Regarding the net effect of the financial liberalization.

Rentier

The concluding solution laundary list of highlights as quoted from The Corruption of Capitalism The revolt.
Authors Ahmed S. It is a careful and compelling argument about the nature of the problem an important and
urgent contribution to our understanding of modern capitalism. We live in the age of rentier capitalism.

According to Lenin rentier states were a state of parasitic decaying capitalism and this circumstance cannot
fail to influence all the sociopolitical conditions of the countries concerned. Rentier Capitalism Great for
Stocks Lousy for Growth Posted on Febru by Yves Smith As fans of Michael Hudson andor students of
economic history know one of the stronglyheld policy views of classic economists was that constraining
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rentier activities was essential to promoting growth. Along those lines for Costas Lapavitsas the theory of
rentier capitalism has been a significant part of his. Keywords rentier capitalism. Rentier capitalism is a

Marxist term currently used to describe the belief in economic practices of monopolization of access to any
physical financial intellectual etc. Rentier Capitalism by geographer Brett Christophers out on 17 November

from Verso Books is a serious and detailed study of how the UK economy became dominated by rent
extraction. Politics Theory Other 103 Rentier Capitalism Who Owns the Economy and Who Pays for It? w

Brett Christophers.
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